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A highly unusual year comes to an end:

 ■ The summer season was the hottest on record; tourism bounced back but so did 
climate change concerns 

 ■ COVID is no longer the top headline, but still disrupts international supply chains

 ■ Russia’s war on Ukraine evolved in surprising ways throughout the year

 ■ European energy prices rose to historic highs but have since fallen back 

 ■ Central banks raised rates, while seemingly at cross-purposes as European 
governments greenlit stimulus packages

Looking into 2023, we cannot predict the market as many variables remain impossible 
to call. For certain, the economic landscape has changed and Europe faces increasing 
risks of recession. However, we believe our research-driven approach, combined with 
our in-depth local presence, will uncover valuable long-term opportunities for investors.

INVESTMENT IMPACTS
This new environment has disrupted the ‘lower for longer’ credo, which the real estate 
industry became so accustomed to during a period of sustained gains. The sobering 
reality is that it could be harder for longer than we would like—even without new 
surprises or further escalating conflicts to the East.

European real estate, however, is moving into this more turbulent time from 
comparatively healthy starting points—especially when looking back to the Great 
Financial Crisis: 

 ■ Occupancy levels in most relevant institutional markets have remained relatively high 

 ■ Supply has been relatively less concerning as the development pipeline was 
already reduced by COVID-19 repercussions, heightened regulation, and increased 
construction costs

 ■ Debt levels across commercial assets remained substantially below the perilous levels 
of 2007—2008, and European lenders seem willing to grant some latitude rather 
than taking the keys (and much more so than their American counterparts).

Economic corrections will come, but Europe will react at a European pace. Unlike the 
United States, pessimism doesn’t spread in the industry as rapidly given the multi-
jurisdictional region’s lower transparency. In fact, some southern European markets 
remain surprisingly stable, due in part to fewer international ties. German valuation 
methodology takes longer to adjust thereby muting some of the worst spikes in 
Europe’s biggest economy.
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INDUSTRIAL Fundamentals remain… for the right assets
 ■ Market momentum has cooled but medium-term 
fundamentals are supported by e-commerce 
potential with Europe’s overall relatively low adoption 
rate 
 ■ As capital demand normalizes, focus is expected to 
return to individual asset and location quality
 ■ Drivetime catchment areas provide robust guidance 
for urban logistics locational quality

LIVING Looking beyond stable and regulated
 ■ Mainstream residential lost its appeal as tight yields 
have come particularly under pressure 
 ■ Heightened regulation (e.g. Ireland, Netherlands, 
Germany) has restricted rental growth potential and 
financing costs largely result in negative leverage
 ■ Niche product types—especially student housing—
have therefore garnered outsized interest but require 
more operational capabilities

OFFICE A smaller pool of viable assets
 ■ The hybrid working evolution played out as the 
workforce got used to flexibility and convenience. 
 ■ The magnitude has been less pronounced 
compared to the U.S. It is an evolution not a 
revolution in Europe
 ■ While we believe the overall market will inevitably 
shrink, best locations have already proven resilient
 ■ Superior quality with focus on ESG should 
outperform

RETAIL Faring better than one might think
 ■ Negative sentiment has resulted in attractive pricing 
on a global basis
 ■ New economic headwinds and uncertainty may 
delay a sector rebound as consumer confidence 
draws back
 ■ Still, higher yields provide a meaningful buffer for the 
best assets

Still, higher financing costs are feeding through the system, starting with the public markets. 
Despite less transactional evidence, we have already seen some trades with discounts of 
20—30% compared to the start of the year. Private market valuations are definitely lagging and 
will likely get worse before they get better. Yet, recent months taught us to prepare for more 
unexpected events to shake the markets – both down and up. We believe exogenous factors 
may make it particularly difficult to call a bottom. In addition, corrections should continue to be 
uneven depending on product type and geography across the European markets. A common 
theme is once again the flight to quality. 

Our advantage is we are local and disciplined. Teams on the ground stay close to the deal flow 
while Hines’ proprietary research ensures underwriting across the globe reflects the new realities. 
Deep local presence helps ensure income resilience. At the same time, we believe disruption will 
drive opportunities. With the ability to commit discretionary funds, we are now well-positioned to 
provide liquidity as ‘motivated sellers’ come forward. 

SECTORS IN OUR SIGHTS
Against the backdrop of this year’s macroeconomic and political headlines, the ‘beds and sheds 
revolution’ of recent years has largely played out. There is no longer a standout winning sector. 
Our ability to understand nuances of quality within a product type has become more important 
than just picking the right general bucket. 
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RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT
Disruption provides the opportunity to double-down on resiliency for investors and occupiers. 
In Europe, an asset’s ESG profile has become critical for occupiers to help meet their corporate 
ESG goals, to boost hiring and employee retention. We believe the current energy crisis should 
cause occupiers of lower-performing assets with higher energy costs to become even more cost-
conscious. Tightening regulation across Europe will further drive change. This is a “must-have” 
characteristic of European investments. 

We expect demand for ESG upgrades will only increase among occupiers and owners that lack 
the technical resources to deliver cost-effective solutions. In the long term, we expect intelligent 
and consistent investments in ESG upgrades to produce higher occupancy rates (driven by 
tenant demand) and more liquid assets, protecting investors from the downside of “brown 
discounts” and achieving stronger pricing at exit. This is a good window to consider advancing 
ESG investments. 

CONCLUSION
In times of increased volatility, geopolitical tensions, and higher cost of capital, we see resiliency 
of the best product in the best locations. Hines will remain disciplined in its underwriting and 
focused on the durability of the cash flows. Across sectors and markets, pricing will adjust 
unevenly, and we will be ready to take advantage of tactical opportunities through a hyper-local 
platform with €4.5 billion of discretionary capital available to invest in Europe. 
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PAIRING GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES WITH LOCAL INSIGHTS

Looking for more local perspectives?
Visit www.hines.com/globaloutlook to dive deeper into viewpoints 
from our local experts on the ground from around the world.

www.hines.com/globaloutlook



